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“Working in collaboration leads to a rich 
dialogue yielding unexpected results.” 

Alexander Gorlizki
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Poetry Foreword

In nova fert animus mutatas dicere formas corpora

‘My soul moves me to tell of shapes changed into new bodies’
(Ovid, Metamorphoses 1.1-2)

The world of Ovid’s Metamorphoses is one in which nothing is immune to change. His project – to create 
a continuous poem incorporating an encyclopaedic collection of mythical tales all linked by the unifying 
theme of transformation – was in its own day breathtakingly original both in its scope and in the treatment 
of its subject-matter. By turns playful and dramatic, touching and horror-inducing, humorous and tragic, the  
Metamorphoses combines the grandeur and scale of the greatest epic poetry with the lightness of touch 
of a poet accustomed to writing love elegy. Its subjects range from the ordering of the entire cosmos to 
the consequences of seemingly trivial acts of human and divine lust, jealousy and betrayal; through Ovid’s 
imaginative vision this diverse collection of stories is woven into a narrative which itself is the product of the 
generic and stylistic transformations which he imposes upon his raw material.

Transformations too is born out of an imaginative vision to produce an original artistic creation on a grand 
scale; by taking the ancient text and metamorphosing it into new forms the poets whose work is exhibited 
here have themselves become a part of the process of transformation so clearly envisaged by Ovid 
himself. These contemporary reworkings of the mythic narratives are truly Metamorphoses for the 
twenty-first century. The product of collaborative endeavour facilitated by social media, the poetry of 
Transformations alludes at times to elements of the modern world – air travel or the space age – yet at the 
same time reflects the enduring appeal of the timeless themes explored in Ovid’s own work. The pieces 
display the Ovidian blend of genres and subject-matter as well as the emotional range – from the 
light-hearted to the heart-breaking – of the Metamorphoses. Above all, however, they reflect a shared 
pleasure in the creative act of transforming myths as old as time into fresh retellings for the enjoyment of a 
new generation.

Emma Bridges,Research Affiliate, Classical Studies,The Open University
@emmabridges

http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/classical-studies/bridges.shtml
https://twitter.com/emmabridges
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Art Foreword

What better way to capture the essence of the eclectic tales that make up the 15 books of Ovid’s
Metamorphoses – abounding with themes such as creation, love, faith, war, death, sorrow, duty, 
heroism, vanity, and, overarching all others, transformation – than to commission 15 artworks, produced by 
15 artists, spanning the range from emerging to established professional, and using a whole cross section 
of media? From oil, acrylic, neon and watercolour paints, to pencils, ink and charcoal; from collage to 
photography and digital art, no media stone has been left unturned, and the vibrant and exciting results 
include both figurative and abstract imagery. 

Each artist has responded idiosyncratically. Some have addressed the narrative of their book; others just 
one particular scene, character or element. Varying combinations of message, motif and emotion have 
been extrapolated. Some set out with a clear plan; others adapted their work, often encountering ‘happy 
accidents’ along the way. In some instances, the classical nature of the poem has been represented; others 
have   transposed it to the 21st century, commenting on lessons not yet learned or timeless thoughts and 
feelings. As Ovid’s work defies genre classification due to its inclusion of characteristics from so many 
forms, so too does the Gesamtkunstwerk comprising Transformations. 

ArtiPeeps is not about one off instances of involvement, but rather it encourages ongoing collaboration 
between artists near and far, and the product of this project is collaboration in its truest sense. Although the    
artists are geographically dispersed and have not been physically together working on one canvas, it is only 
when their works come together – united also with the poems – that the stories of Metamorphoses will be 
retold. 

During the process of realising Transformations, each artist has undergone a personal metamorphosis, 
many speaking gratefully of the opportunity for development, and hopefully viewing the exhibition will bring 
about change in each and every visitor too.

Anna McNay, Arts Editor, DIVA Magazine, Deputy Editor @StateF22
@annamcnay

https://sites.google.com/site/annamcnay/
https://twitter.com/annamcnay
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Preface and Introduction
‘Making the virtual real’

This book has been created to celebrate the culmination of a 15 month long collaborative online project run 
through ArtiPeeps my website. It’s also a celebration of how we made the virtual real  as a collective. 

This catalogue contains all the poems and artwork selected for the exhibition we held at Hanse House, 
South Quay, King’s Lynn, Friday 12th-14th September 2014. It is a testament to the talents of all those 
creatives involved from the UK and the world who decided to participate.

This exhibition was important for ArtiPeeps for a variety of reasons: 1. it was our first large-scale exhibition- 
the first time we were putting our services out there for the world to see;  2. it launched an exhibition 
template that we hoped to use year-on-year to showcase creatives; 3. it launched our membership scheme 
and 4. it brought our collective together for the first time, in real-time. 

Interesting things happen, I think, when you juxtapose one form up against another. New shapes and 
patterns emerge. Themes, colours and words, can rub up against each other and give a viewer and reader 
new insights. It can shine a bright, new light on epics, on literature, on history and on life. This is what we 
hoped to do with Transformations. 

This whole project evolved. It kind of magicked into being. There was no big plan, it just rolled along. The 
artists came in later into the project, which is why the paintings in the exhibition only sometimes parallel 
the content and themes of the poetry. However, I don’t think this is necessarily a bad thing. The viewer can 
make the connections for themselves. Ovid, I think would have approved of that.

Involvement has had both a collective impact and an individual impact. As each poet contributed one poem 
every month in allignment with the 15 books of Metamorphoses they not only uniquely contributed to a 
collaborative reworking of Ovid’s continuous poem, but they were also simultaneously creating their own 
version. Their own Metamorphoses to keep. Similarly, the artists, were allocated a book each and could 
choose whatever story or theme they liked. In so doing, like the poets, imaging their own visual 
Metamorphoses.

Creative potential is expressed in a myriad of ways.To use our talents and connect is an important part of 
life. Expression is crucial to a healthy, vibrant life. Transformations is ArtiPeeps’ first attempt to engage with 
the creative spark that is out there with abundance in social media spaces such as Twitter. Through 
Transformations we have found an epic template that draws on talent, collaboration and the potency of 
connecting different disciplines together. My aim is to take this template and do the same year on year, 
giving more and more opportunities to creatives as we go along. So watch out world in 2015 here come the 
Norse Sagas! 

Nicky Mortlock
Director
ArtiPeeps
04/07/2014

Started in 2012, ArtiPeeps is a collaborative creativity and well-being  organisation with an active website 
which offers a wide range of online individual showcasing and collaborative opportunities to anyone that 
wants to create. Specialising in collaboration,our purpose is to nurture creativity and well-being through 
collaboration. 

          w. http://artipeeps.wordpress.co.uk  t. http://twitter.com/ArtiPeeps  e. artipeeps@yahoo.co.uk

http://artipeeps.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/ArtiPeeps
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Book 1

1. ‘Of bodies chang’d to various forms’
 by Diana Probst

                        

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-Cz
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of beginning 
by Eleanor Perry

   slush of dark slimes pupal black in felsic gob piles slickening galaxies scratched 
   together sickly and the void is something you can feel dust-dull the clouds pale
   fukushima lucent insect star-itch in a worlding both necrotic and of birth abyssal
   midst where once was not much rather speak of bodies ever such lipid like thoughts as 
   shape with unshape being as a song only transcience can exist utterly as the lux second
   metal of newborn sky liquid turns and turns thingly in unquiet
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CYCLE 
by Greg Mackie

The time, before time,
 

Was light and dark and floating,
Cold and warm and soft,
Hard and loud and without sound.

There was no “I”.
There was no “You”.

No separation,
No concept of separation,
Until my eyes learned to focus,
And when I saw that I was not you,
The world divided itself into opposites, and you gave them names.

Hard, cold.
My foot on a surface that is not me.

Soft, warm.
My hand touching skin that is not mine.

Light, dark.
A smile, and then an absence of smiles.

*
The Golden Age was a hunger,
That never weakened my mind,
A thirst that never burned my throat.

Honey, milk, fruits.

I did nothing, and I wanted for nothing.

*

The Silver Age was a desire for knowledge.
It enslaved and separated me from you.

I learned of the seasons and I gave them names.
Thus the rivers flooded, and ran dry, and froze,
And the land became rocky and icy and hot.

I ploughed and grew thirsty in the heat.

*
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The Bronze Age saw my first crime against my brother,

We became separate.

I named him “Enemy”.

*

And in the Iron Age, I wandered,
Lost in a dark,
That was so much more,
Than just an absence of you.

I stole.
I killed.
I raped.

I walked on beaches of death-black sand, and I walked through villages of red.

In the time after time,
I became separate from you,
And from the others,
And from myself.

I named myself “Evil”.
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Before / After 
by Kate Garrett

Before the poem, there is Chaos.

Before language, there are droplets of sensation:
steel grey grief slides into scarlet rage melting
with golden joy into pink lust. Emotion soup.
Before the emotion, a cloud of experience:
sunlight through the window of the 98 bus,
a child’s fever dreams, the taste of whiskey,
and a hamster spinning its wheel in the dark.
A stranger’s smile. The smell of her perfume.

After Chaos, there is alchemy.

After the poet tugs moments from the ether,
matched with the right spoonful
of emotion, the new blend distils into words.
After the words, there are patterns:
this careful dosage of beats, lines, sounds.
After the mixing, there is the poem:
the patterns, the words and moments,
sensation and syllables, held together with a hush.

After the poem, there you are.

     

        Inspired by Ovid’s ‘Cosmogony’

Audio version from the poet:
http://goo.gl/c1n8pL

http://goo.gl/c1n8pL
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Book 2

2 . ‘Colours of Conflict’ 
by Lili Morgan

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-QN
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Bad Trip 
by Richard Biddle

‘The boy stood trembling and marveling at the strangeness of it all…’

i)

Now I know there was no palace, where your hair glittered
like sea spray and you offered me a message written
on blotting paper, said I’d find sunshine in an ink stain;

an orb, a strobing disco-light-mirror-ball, a revolution.

You removed the oh and you removed the you, replaced
it with A & E. Taken in by its golden means, I thought
the haloed footlights were dust flowers and that the lit

air was swimming, with tropical fish, I tried to catch.

A revelation.
  They fell through my hands like quicksilver.

ii)

While pointing at the moon with a crooked finger, you
showed me a fire escape, said it was a ladder to the stars,
a resolution. Was I the solar-powered progeny climbing,
rising, coming up? A solution.

Raised bright with polished waters and shifting signs, I
could not digest what I felt. Those pounding speakers
boomed their melodious beats as the drug took possession
of me. An empty-mouthed soothsayer spoke my lips,

avoid the bull’s horns, the Archer’s arrows, the Lion’s
jaw, the scorpion’s cruel pincers and the crab’s claws

One by one these vicious zodiacs dissolved and a punishing
bpm pounded through my blood. I was a gleaming, shining,
ball of confused atoms, an immortal mortal, radiated.

Rushing out, they tore through my mind-mist. I was lifted by
this buzzing but terrified, unable to handle not knowing
where the track was or how to control the mercurial dragon
that now glowed and seethed with a renewed internal fury.

iii)

My immeasurableness drenched black with venom,
I saw monsters everywhere that threatened to wound me.
My teeth, chilled stars, grew hot. My unlucky eyes, robbed
of their shadow, throbbed, tried in vain to douse themselves.
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My wits dropped into horror. I ran unchecked through
unknown regions of air. Momentum took me. Striking against
the fixed, hurrying heights, headlong, down.

Drawn to the surface, I became a desert; my visions,
scorched swans. Light broke apart. I could not bear the sparks.

Lifeless bodies floated face upwards on the deep ravage of this
long trail. And somewhere, on the periphery, something appeared
to fall.

Inspired by the story of Phaethon

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phaethon
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A Tale of Curiousness 
by Karin Heyer

He was weaving, weaving
sunrays of glittering gold
doubtless intent to unravel
when the stars shine,
he was weaving, weaving
waiting
for the ‘Long Walk To Freedom’.

What is the truth,
the son of the sungod cried
in fatal curiosity.
Beware, too much strife for knowledge
may lead to death, the true father warned,
go the middleway!

The son of the sungod
laid uncertain hands on the chariot’s reins:
the horses knew a different master,
control was lost,
a wild journey grew,
fire roared throughout the universe.

Burning, burning beams befell the son
no father’s ointment did repair,
the true thunderclap hit the troubled youth,
“he greatly daring died”,
for he took the chariot
shying a loving father’s care
in youthful impetuousness.

Inspired by the story of Phaethon

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phaethon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phaethon
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Transform
by Rebecca Audra Smith

Smooth point of thumb nail softens, becomes leaf; 
a mother sleeps in arms of branches. They sway, they rock. 
She dreams daughters human, feet light as feathers, 
three slender girls given birth to as bodies, 
now bark swollen with tears greet her as she wakes 
smelling of embers, her children made her a desert.

He remembers fire, scorched dust, he deserts 
the smoke of his memories, parched he leaves 
to hatch by a lake, fire can’t stoke him awake, 
stalking the marsh, where gentle water rocks. 
Bones curdle to form a long white body, 
his life from now on all mud and feathers.

A flurry of snow turning to night-black feathers; 
the crow flew into blackness as she flew a beach desert 
pursued by love turned to force, her writhing body 
cloaked in bird form; now she alights in the leaves, 
watches the sea beat itself to foam on the rocks. 
She was white as a cloud; till one day blame awoke.

As an arrow drains a life, another awakes. 
Taken from a mother’s ashes, Apollo feathers 
the nest of a cave for a son, growing strong on rock, 
the stink of seaweed. A life born of her deserts, 
prophesy half told; his eyes wide to see a woman leave 
her humanity, a hoof stamps; a huge cantering body.

Over a sister’s limbs creeps the weight of stone, body 
veined with dark marble. Pebbles themselves awake 
and flock to see toes turn statue still. She will not leave 
and she will not; a raven caws to watch, a single feather 
tickling a stone nose, as black as volcanic desert, 
a life built of silence, in frozen lava, in spent rock.

Children quarrel and play near the rock 
of a woman once jealous. Crows peck on the body, 
far from the dust of a man-made desert, how deserted 
trees sing near a river, their soul ever wakeful, 
as a swan with the flare of a beak cleans his feathers. 
The children weep, and hold hands, then they leave.

     

 Inspired by the Crow’s story, Icarus’ sisters
                                                                                                                           turned to trees and Philomela

Audio reading of the Raven and the Crow: http://goo.gl/WqK7nm

http://www.bookrags.com/notes/met/part9.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icarus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philomela
http://goo.gl/WqK7nm
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Epitaph 
by Lenka Monk

A child.
The most precious thing.
A treasured silver string of glass beads,
Wrapped tightly around one’s heart.

Silent oaths taken.
Prepared to do anything and everything,
And guard it from twisted knots of evil.

But they grow.
Time knocks them, roughens the edges.
With mind of their own,
Free to rebel.

Confidence of youth.
No danger too great,
No boundaries or lengths
Exploring their fate.

Heartfelt advice given,
Yet not heeded.
Burned to ashes in the stratosphere.

The once rebellious spirit
Tamed to death.
Trampled on by hoofs of flame.

No matter how firm the grip is,
The glass beads they slip through,
Smashing on the floor.

A million broken pieces
So tiny, they fit through
The eye of a needle.

And yet so sharp.
A scalpel slicing the soul.
A constant void
Left behind filled only
With stricken grief.

          

 Inspired by the story of Phaethon

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phaethon
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Book 3

3. ‘Echo and Narcissus’ 
by Kelly Occhiuzzo

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-12N
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Untethered Man
by Carol Robson

Takes his orders from upon high
his kidnapped sibling must be found
traversed the world in fruitless search.
Fearing the wrath from father on high
he now seeks the wisdom of others.

In fear he flees to distant lands
to seek a new life untethered
he’ll kill and take to meet his needs
new lands to conquer for him to rule
the prophecy told him, now unfurling.

Slays the serpent who took his men
the serpents teeth in fertile soil he sews.
New men with purpose from earth are born
a slaughter endured until five are left
to share new life with the untethered man.

Inspired by Cadmus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadmus
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Ignition
by Nat Hall

Give Narcissus a campervan.

Let his eyes meet the rear visor, stories untold
about real self - swallow endless miles of
tarmac when, after dusk,
no disco but ballroom
dancers,
immaculate as
the White Wife - the one who
hitches for stories
in this theatre
without
walls -
glide among stars.

Stories taller than Jupiter’s.

In the name of the shape shifter,
now experience
the intimate:
jump inside the battered Volvo,
re-tell your tale for
survival,
joyride, pleasure
to the tenant who outgrows death
from post-epic-apo-catalytic car…
Feel hitchers’ hearts
inside your shirt.
They will
guide
you
like oracles –
ukulele,
quest for milk jug,
gnome, skimming stones,
open your door,
or face punishment on roadside.
Now
you’ve journeyed
through the unknown,
unleash your dogs and kill the snake.
And when that white hooded figure unveils herself
from her long cloak,
don’t be afraid to
brandish her your best China.

And remember the campervan.

Inspired by the story of Echo and Narcissus

Audio version from the poet: http://goo.gl/x6ja3M

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Echo_and_Narcissus
http://goo.gl/x6ja3M
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Phaethon’s Twin Sister Parts II and III.
by Rebecca Audra Smith

How to unpick the strands, in love 
with Diana’s narrow hands 
capable of blinding, of killing, 
of pushing a man’s body into that 
of a stag. How his feet felt their way 
into hoofs, how his arms tore free 
of his skin, how she bellowed 
to see his stricken antlered face.
 
Watching from the shadows, followed, 
sneaking, a footstep behind the virgin. 
Grey and cloudy ground beneath her feet, 
as the servants dressed, robes sleek, 
she took a chance and under the moon’s 
crescent weight her head bobbed. 

*
Fleeing the screams, the pleas and sobs 
Taking to night air thick with moths 
their powdery wings brushing her hair 
Her fingers familiar with each mare’s pull 
Her nose their scent, their names a bell 
In her head, as if she was born for this 
To leap and laugh in the cold dark, alone 
for the miles between sunset and morn.

She saw the gods, like night time birds 
Flit to the beds of mortal girls and men 
Chasing their shadows, lusting for their 
Own face in the churning heaven of a lake 
She dropped a stone to watch him flounder 
and herself ripple then swell to silver
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The Manic Misogynist 
by Greg Mackie

I’d never been 
(particularly) 
lucky with women, 
so I often went hunting 
with the guys, 
just to get out of the house - 
and I know it’s a cruel sport; 
decadent 
and cowardly, 
but I didn’t have the courage, 
to spend the day arguing.

Of course, I’d never been 
(particularly) 
good at hunting, 
either, 
but we’d done well for a Monday, 
and now our bags were full 
and the dogs were hungry 
and we were tired 
and we were looking 
for a nice spot 
to eat our sandwiches 
and drink our tea 
and maybe grab forty winks - 
when we came across 
a clearing, 
in the woods, 
with a waterfall 
and a crystal blue Italian stream.

It was indeed, 
a place of wild wonder 
and of stunningly savage beauty, 
the perfect place for a picnic - 
and I could not POSSIBLY have known 
there would be, 
just there, 
in front of my very eyes, 
an all-female nudist colony - 
and I certainly did not, 
gawk at them, 
although they were quite pretty, 
albeit in a rather boring 
and overly classical manner.
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After five, ten minutes, 
(I kind of lost count of time), 
and just as I was about to 
avert my eyes 
from their perfect, pink skin 
and their full, fine forms - 
that tall lady in the middle, 
the one with the hair knot, 
finally saw me - 
and totally got the wrong idea. 
 
Now, I’d NEVER been 
(particularly) 
lucky with women - 
but getting first drenched, 
and then turned into a stag, 
and finally eaten, 
by my own dogs, 
because some toff, 
with her airs and graces and hair knots, 
mistook me, 
for a peeping Tom - 
that really 
took the biscuit. 

And you know what’s really ironic? 
she wasn’t even my type!

Inspired by the story of Actaeon

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actaeon
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Are We Not All in Search of Someone or Something? 
by John Austin Brooks

Are we not all in search of someone or something?
A loved one pushed or torn away
Absence, a black hole to the group
Tugging at emotions, guilt
Hurt, a vacuum remains
The enthusiasm of the search decays
As the counting of nights and dawns yield little meaning
Alien abodes take on an uncomfortable familiarity
Re-disbursing energies to other goals, other relationships
And one is left undiscovered
Identify, the skin of a reptile
Dust, a fleeting memory
The possible, flattened to the impossible
Unimportant, forgotten
Lives are to be lived, they are what they will be
Though not always free.
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Book 4

4. ‘Innocentia’ 
by Elaine Offley

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1fM
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Ballad of a mulberry tree
by Lenka Monk

A blueprint for every wall is the secret in each stone
Every whisper that passes through
Every colour, every tone.

Whatever sin, whatever pain it keeps it all well hidden
Without a sound tells a story
Of real love that’s forbidden.

He stumbles upon crimson veil in the depth of night
His dreams dissolve, death awaits
By the morning’s first light.

The sword plunged deeply into hollowness of his chest
The sacred aged mulberry tree
A place for his final rest.

But she still breathes calling his name with no luck
Fear claws at her heart
When only silence screams back.

She sees her lover’s lifeless form, blood pouring still
Tie a knot on twisted fate
When treasured love is killed.

Nobody to hold her soul all is forlorn in her mind
With a blade that is still warm
She dies by his side.

The once white fruit now dark of colour as the deepest sea
For it is said their purest of love
Seeped into the tree.

Inspired by the story of Pyramus and Thisbe

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramus_and_Thisbe
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13 Medusa variations
by James Knight

1. Dreams

At twilight Medusa becomes a tree. Brittle branches grasp at the wind hissing through her leaves. She 
twists under mineral dreams.

2. Little Black Dress

Medusa queues to pay for a little black dress. She’ll knock ‘em dead tonight. But, fearing mirrors, she’ll 
never know how she looks in it.

3. Humdrum I

In Medusa’s kitchen, the kettle hisses and spits. She sits at the table, buttering toast. Her eyes are 
empty; her mind’s elsewhere.

4. Book

Medusa is turned into a book, bound in snakeskin. Left on the shelf for years, her pages yellow with age 
and envy. Her secret words will never be read.

5. Mermaid  

Medusa swims through the starless abyss, harpoon in hand, hunting. Her eyes are pearls, her hair a 
crown of gaping eels.

6. Alice

He glimpses the reflection of a coil of Alice’s hair as she darts between still white soldiers. In the frame of 
a mirror, she’s vulnerable.

7. Humdrum II

Medusa’s mother-in-law clucks over the baby, pecks his cheek. Afterwards, in the stony silence of the 
kitchen, Medusa plans a roast chicken.

8. TV

They sit in their millions, fixed by her stare.

9. Creation Myth

Medusa is the first monster. She hisses sweet nothings that become the sea. At night, she’s mesmerised 
by the silver shield of the moon.

10. Cupid

Medusa meets the man of her dreams in a hall of statues. She shoots love’s arrow through his heart, 
then caresses him until he’s rock hard.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramus_and_Thisbe
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11. Humdrum III

She inspects her grey skin in the hand mirror.

12. Art

Medusa takes up sculpture. Her subject is terror. Her material: life.

13. Reflection

Lost in the Garden of Eden, Medusa chances upon what she takes to be a reflection of herself: a 
woman, ripe with sin, stroking a serpent.

Medusa

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medusa
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If I were the Sun...
by Richard Biddle 

If I were the Sun... 
I’d be a confused recluse 
living in open solitude 
93 million miles away from everyone.
 
If I were the Sun... 
I’d combust all poetries but one, mine 
and create a shrine to the divine
temperature, Fahrenheit 451.

If I were the Sun... 
I'd shrink to the size of a coin and 
lie on the pavement, shimmering and 
golden, scolding swindled fingers.
 
If I were the Sun... 
I'd be a 24-7 voyeur, simmering on the brink. 
Pent-up with white-hot rage and unspent 
spermatozoa.
 
If I were the Sun... 
I'd be a flamboyant superstar. A bleached 
smile, radiating mythical status, addicted 
to crack cocaine.
 
If I were the Sun...

As it is, I lurk in libraries flicking through 
dictionaries & thesauruses looking up 
alternative words for 'light' & 'heat'
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Book 5

5. ‘Amor Amar’ 
by Hugo Smith

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1kj
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Dew Point 
by Eleanor Perry

                                                  
                                                      wring flicker in                      pluck's gutter

                                                                  dash buttercup

                                                                  caddisfly                   stickelback
                                                        
                                                                              Lady's Smock

                                                                              on stray lees

                                                      or a marshtuft ring's wetland wisp

                                                      why rush why rush oh

                                                                  willow lisp thin            a watling braid

                                                                  we drip green coin

                                                                  and thread

                                                       tho' I am wilt of whitish slip

                                                                            and starwort       

Inspired by the story of Arethusa

Audio reading of the tale of Arethusa: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arethusa_%28mythology%29
http://goo.gl/Gjrnkf
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Fertility
by Carol Robson

Dry unfertile lands 
no sustenance to thine 
visions of human kind 
forlorn in barren fertility 
that both should show 
the fruits of natural fertility.

Both should be nourished 
for land and womb 
to bear the labours of love 
cultivation of the seed 
for sustenance 
for life and spirit.

Grains of fertility 
grains to multiply 
to fructify 
the earth 
the womb 
for the renewal 
of life and soul 
with nourishment 
for Mother Earth 
for animal 
and human kind.

Inspired by the story of Ceres

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceres_%28mythology%29
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The guilty statue
by James Knight

stories lodged in minds like splinters stories dreamt imagined inferred told retold their loose machinery 
humming in the night of a thousand insomnias stories growing bacterial on petri dish pages blooming 
in blue green patina of myth stories whispering to us under the lid of day from the edges of vision and 
reason while we iron trousers and go deaf with talking and buy into bankrupt ideas stories incessant 
unrelenting a heartbeat a breathing low inaudible easily ignored most of the time

until they burst

RE-ENTER JACK KETCH
victorious with his prize

What, won’t you come out,
Perseus
and have a good dinner for nothing?
 
Much obliged, Mr. Ketch,
(the Tyburn Gardener represents the throne, for the
purposes of this allegory)
but I have had my dinner
for nothing already.

But you must come out;
- the haughty tyrant speaks -
come out and be hanged.

sometimes a story is Medusa
lifted high,
a head
on the spike of an arm
appalling
destroying
 
yes, the story
the story itself,
its telling

Gorgon’s head appears

Why were you so cruel
as to commit so many
murders?

the monster held

And you’ve got one bone
in your neck,
but that shall be soon
broken.
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It is very easy:
only put your head
through here.

Insert here your own list of historical events which you would classify as atrocities, events that turned 
viewers to stone
 
What, so?

Not so, you fool.

Mind who you call fool:
try if you can do it yourself.
Only show me how,
and I do it directly.
 
soon were statues

to Seriphus with the head he sails
Lord of a little isle

the telling defines us
so we have to be very careful

Very well; I will.
There, you see
my head,
and you see
this loop:
put it in,
so.
Friends,
shut your eyes,
he cries
 
And pull it tight, so!
 
I’ve done the trick!
Jack Ketch is dead -
I’m free!

Discuss the view that discourse diminishes reality.
 
That’s not what I said, you fucking idiot!

A severed head might represent a multitude of things, for example 
anarchy (removal of the head of state), madness (loss of reason), 
castration anxiety

Medusa’s snakes

let the story hiss you, kiss you, atishoo!
we all fall down

folly in the stone.
                                        Inspired by the story of Perseus  & Jack Ketch,infamous executioner for Charles II

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perseus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Ketch
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Human Destructiveness, Now and Then
by Karin Heyer 

Loaded gun held up high
towards a bound man at a simple pole
And 
fearful fire riddles the still air and his body.

A musician sings near the corner of a street,
He was made for times of peace.
He stood without guilt at the furious waters of war:
A cruel sword pierced his temple.
The ground was warm and sodden with blood, brutal, gruesome, flaying spears,
strike full in the face,
two comrades fell beside each other dying.
Fatal wounds harm hundreds of men,
men made to fight trampling over
heaps of withering men.

What mad impulse drives man
to this criminal act of war?
Untold suffering hits the common, bound man.
It is said, obedience to an order from above
lifts the burden of murder and accountability
for deeds evil.
-so they say-
Oh no, you cannot disown responsibility
for deeds done,
inhumanity towards another human 
freezes the heart into stone,
you remain a killer for all time.

Inspired by the story of Perseus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perseus
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The Plough
by Nat Hall

Follow furrows.

In the lush land slashed by the plough of those who sow pardon’s poppies
instead of pale forget-me-not,
I jeer
and hiss at
Minerva & beg to drink
at the fountain;

in the great land slashed by the plough of those who glean ripe seeds
of love instead of harm,
I say
beware 
of nine magpies;

in the dark land slashed by the plough of those who seek the reaper’s
hand instead of rags,
I crouch and
curse at
Medusa, bow to
the god of the river and find 
my way with Pegasus.

In the proud land slashed by the plough of those who unleash dogs of
war, I raise my pavilion of grace,
woven through air as a 
snowflake
and 
protect 
myself with fire,
as life throws her cargo of death –

in between blades & nine magpies,
there is a hill where wild orchids flourish in peace,
where love & hate flower as flax,
from which farmers
turn to linen.

Is there a womb where the living calls to the dead?

I am walking in its furrow.

Inspired by the story of Minerva

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minerva
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Book 6

6. ‘The Mortal Web’ 
by Charlie Redding

Overviews

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1ud
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Mouthpieces
by Rebecca Audra Smith

Act 1

‘The king in his guilty passion often took pleasure with the body he had so mutilated.’

She let fall a string of noes
so I took her tongue.
What use was it to her, to speak?
She was making too much fuss,
stressing me out. I ran for miles,
going nowhere, treading
old ground. I thought of her,
silence between four walls except
for the noisy mess of her hands
-now untied-
my fists dragged the air.

 A man looks good with a sister each side,
she shadows my wife’s gilded days,
a limbless knowledge.
I keep them both safe as babes.

I grilled her tongue, decorated with
a molar or two, and tenderly
consumed with an asparagus side;
butter and blood.

Act 2

‘While his limbs were still warm, the two sisters tore them apart’.

The kitchen’s a state.
Every knife used for the job,
each chopping board bears the hacks,
crimson staining their wood
and the floor is wet,
slippery wet, with a smeared
litre or two of blood.

The water in the sink is bubbling pink,
fly’s eggs hatching in the mop,
a cat delicately sidesteps a large puddle
then laps at spilled drops.

The servants don’t know where to start
with the family all eaten or feathered
shrieking in the rafters,
and a crime scene lingering
in the cupboards.
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A serving girl scours and watches
herself in the slick, gory
bronze of a pot.

Inspired by Tereus and Philomela

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tereus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philomela
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Art 
by Sadaf Fatima

Where there’s so much wrong in the world, 
Art helps make things all right, 
Your pain becomes beauty, 
Tears shape into touching words, 
Hands knit miracles, 
You see the unseen, 
Feel the splendour many eyes miss, 
And create a world of your own. 
You create a world within a world. 
When the sorrow rains on you, 
And the storms shudder, 
You make art your shelter, 
And it makes things all right.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philomela
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Revenge Englynion
by Kate Garrett

Tereus must pay the price 
Procne makes her sacrifice 
After Bacchanalian rites.

Itys nursed at Procne’s breast, 
At her hands his gruesome death – 
Buried in his father’s chest.

Sister’s ruin beat mother’s care: 
Philomela’s life is spared – 
Nightingale upon the air.
. 

*“Englynion” is the plural of “englyn”, or various short, rhyming Welsh verse forms. The form 
used here is the englyn milwr, or soldier’s englyn: three lines of seven syllables each, with 
end rhymes. I put three of them together to make one poem, hence “englynion”.

Inspired by Tereus, Procne and Philomela

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englyn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tereus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philomela
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Web of Words
by Richard Biddle

A spider, still as a sentry.

He moves closer.
His breath disturbs her
and he catches a glimpse
of what she’s guarding;
a murky pool.

Beneath its oily meniscus
something glints.
He dips his hand in, retrieves
the object; a rusty key.

She scurries up his arm
towards his ear.

And here she spins a yarn
telling him
no lock exists for this ancient tool.
Then she vanishes.

Looking deeper
into the black, black water
he sees himself.

----

Inspired by the story of Arachne

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachne
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Book 7

7. ‘The Circle is Unbroken’ 
by Heather Burns

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1Au
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Myrmidon
by James Knight

Soil-spawned men
Murmuring
In the unreal light

It’s cold
 
Imagine looking down
On the crowds agitating
Across Waterloo Bridge

An insect has a head,
An abdomen,
A thorax
Six legs

Male ants and queens
Have wings,
Fly incompetently

One day a year
They broil in their thousands
On my lawn

Imagine
All those people
Scurrying around London
Imagine
They’ve lost their humanity
To mindless endeavour

Now imagine you’re somehow different
Your life made up of a million minute tasks

Myrmidon

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myrmidon
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Maybe Medea
by Kate Garrett

I stand at the far
edge of the fields,
beyond the patch
of cornstalks, facing
the hedgerow and scents
of honeysuckle blooms,
crushed sassafras leaves.

She waits there,
mother of crossroads,
beneath the darkest
sky. She asks if I
would bathe in, or drink
them: fresh milk, sweet
honey, sheep’s blood.

She knows my auntie
shows men their true
form, lets them roll
like pigs around her feet,
offers plenty of mud,
and scraps to keep
them happy.

She also knows it’s not
enough for me. I need
their lives. They owe
me their salvation
and destruction alike.
But all the same, auntie
taught me well, and my
dark crone understands.

I slit the bleating throat
as my lady asked, mix
the claret flow with white
and gold. She sends the chariot,
drawn by dragons. Or
are they men? I’m laughing,
skin splashed with red,
as they drive me away.

Medea

Audio version from the poet: https://soundcloud.com/kate-garrett/maybe-medea

http://goo.gl/HTpH0V
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
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Jayson and the Astronauts
by Adam Wimbush
.

The Astronauts blast through the atmosphere.
Fresh from the Thrace system where previously they had been,
Fighting the flying half-female forces of Harpeeys;
A race of soul tormentors who breathed fear and each one was a thought thief.
Fortunately their deformed forms were destroyed
Freeing the starved and tormented colony underneath
Who in return presented Jaysun with a compass with which to unlock the Cosmos.
Once cracked the cryptic coordinates guided him to the planet Colchis,
Where he would claim the “Shimmering Skin” from the savage Thing.
But the negotiations were complicated, revealing even more arduous adventures.
For Jaysun’s cache would be empty if he couldn’t inspire and
Overcome the three layer test set out by the Thing.
But oh, how he oozed hero, sending waves of intoxication through Meedeeuh.
Her emotions flare and the alien love grows inside.
It mutates the meanings of the savage Things many mean manifestations, 
Which now become meaningless.
Like the planet’s gravity she’s magnetised.
Caught in a prism of contradiction...she’s got the wrong triangle tingles...attracted to xeno-zones.
Feelings fluctuate in fancy frequencies as her moral compass flickers.
Surrounding powers sneak; they weave through inhuman web works
Where they can’t be understood.
Pumping god fluid into the pupa of paradoxical peril where the hatchlings of danger await.
Observing these dilemmas the snakes of her syntax hiss as she forges a shield of love.
A force field so strong no Layer Boss can penetrate.
…

Hazardous emotions reign creating a vortex in her soul
Which re-swirls images of alternative futures.
She commences to conjure.
Illusions solidify as realities dematerialise.
The galactic jigsaw pieces begin to slot together as,
Another goddess helps them piece together the puzzle of perception.
For within the circuits of the cosmos sparks hide, and
Tapping into this hidden electricity Meedeeuh and Jaysun decide to dive.
…

Layer 1:

With his force field glowing Jaysun confronts the Oxatons;
They vomit vortexes, they roar louder than black holes sucking in anti-matter.
They tear the fabric of space with their thunderous talons,
Horns of pure malice to the marrow, with which they rip reality.
Jaysun in his cocoon cruises into the beating black heart of the Oxaton’s hatred,
Where upon they release a shockwave of terror.
The negative energy is absorbed by the barrier of love and reflected back.
So their whirling withers, their energy dissipates and
The Oxatons dissolve into a time lapsed sunset.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
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Layer 2:

From the Things Terror Capsule
A handful of fossilised fangs where flung,
Biting deep into the flesh of the planet.
From these teeth seeds terrible things sprung,
Melting upwards into horrible humanoid creatures
Made from malignant bits, fetid flesh and bizarre bones, weaved together.
Their bio-weaponery stank, shooting rancid lasers at violating velocity.
These rotting robots wouldn’t stop till Jaysun was dead.
Their mangled forms advanced and
It seemed our hero would be overcome with their putrid power.
Fearing her love shield wouldn’t suffice
She uses a voice engine
Rendering her words sentient.
The wicked whisper seemed to swim
Corrupt and confuse their regurgitated bodies from within,
The Zombots fuse into a pulsating cancer of bone and meat
This violently erupts,
Spitting sinews and splintered bone, cutting its diseased neighbour down.

Layer 3:

Now armed with Meedeeuh’s shamanistic song shadow
He prepares for the ultimate battle; to tackle the malevolent Monsect
With its bastardised exoskeleton and an array of angry appendages.
Ghostly heads that gorged on grief.
A tongue that seemed to fork forever
Searching for death from a mouth even evil was afraid to lurk in.
Despite its destructive capabilities it wasn’t immune to Meedeeuh’s murmuring machine.
So when Jaysun synchronised it while unloading his Spray Gun
the Monsect’s consciousness evaporated.
In that frozen moment he snatched the Shimmering Skin from its golden holding cell.
Leaving behind this hell
With Meedeeuh as his wife and sporting an extra magic epidermis,
They flew off to the planet Iolcos in love.

(and that’s another story)

Jason and the Argonauts

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jason
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argonauts
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Enchantress 
by Carol Robson

To fall in love with her
is so bewitching,
being well connected
a woman who usually
gets her way,
love on her terms
her will to be met
with challenges.

Fearing for her new love
to be brought under her charms
spellbinding in her efforts
for the charms
of his affections
his promises.

In conspiracy,
to bring about life and death
loves blindness
of being used
for her lover’s needs,
torn to run
on chariots from high.

Returning spurned
her wrath fingered
upon the innocent
and the blood kin
between her
and her true love,
anger raging
the enchantress flees
to new horizons
never to be misled
or wronged again.

Inspired by the story of Medea

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea
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Book 8

8. ‘Habitations of Many Divisions, Escapes of Many 
Methods’

 by Ken Fasimpaur

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1EC
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A Humble Marriage
by Richard Biddle

 
shared cherries from a paper-bag
talking about talking about talking
 
something in the religion of her eyes
took off his watch and destroyed time 
  
borrowed money bought their drinks
shivered warmth into each other 
  
days hitching and hatching plans
thumbed pages turned together

at home in no house 
they traversed pitfalls and thresholds

traveling light 
thunder and lightning 

fuck-fighting with weathered-hearts
breeding poltergeists

inciting a riot of insight 
in every mirror they smashed.

Inspired by the story of Philemon and Baucis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baucis_and_Philemon
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Philemon & Baucis
by Eleanor Perry

 bugloss
 co-
  thick            the thistle
 thorn stains          claw-
 toothed they           lithe
             and limb-
              lock 
 slippet 
           through                     swampglass
                       stem skeins           burnt
            briar                  mouthparts
                       oakapple                             ash

Philemon and Baucis

Bugloss

Swampgrass

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baucis_and_Philemon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bugloss
http://www.gardenguides.com/107588-types-swamp-grass.html
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Icarus Transformed
by Karin Heyer

When Daedalus defies the laws of nature,
weaving, weaving together feathers small and large:
He longs to leave Crete, his exile;
He longs to fly home and gain the freedom of a gracious, unfettered bird.
He employs the laws of science and his power of imagining.
Weaving, weaving an intricate pattern from tiniest feathers to large,
bound by wax at strategic points.
He created two vibrant, novel wings and flew and hovered, 
watched by his son Icarus.
Full of play Icarus tried the invention,
'Beware the wax' warned the father.
'Fear the heat.' 
'Go the middle way'. 
But he came too close to the blazing sun;
Icarus drowned in deep blue waters beneath.
With a broken heart the father buried his son on the island,
still named Icaria.

But I - 
now flying -
speeding in strongly moulded metal,
a fuel, turbine engine jet, propelling me along way up in the sky, 
see Stockholm below me.
(And friends much missed).
Through the plane's window, golden beams of sunshine,
resting on white, tufty clouds emerge-
a landscape of fluffy mountains 
supported by a blue, translucent mist.

Later, I am bound safely earthward,
soon to be on solid ground
closing a sunlit day,
and celebrating another conquest of science.

Icarus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icarus
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Philemon and Baucis
by John Mansell

A low quiet hill.
Early mist upon the river at its foot.
A distant shepherd herds his flock.
Birdsong.
Two trees aligned as one.

Philemon We watch such beautiful skies
Baucis as they dim into black pearl or explode into lances of 
  extraordinary colour to pierce  the thoughts of dreamers.
Philemon None of this we would have seen.
Baucis But now the world passes in heartbreak and sorrow
Philemon and such tears as can never be measured sink to our roots.
Baucis But we are never encumbered. Our limbs enfold and 
  collect each strand of memory 
Philemon to relive each moment before us, to enhance what we are 
  and what we were.
Baucis To prescind from the anguish of others would be to say 
  our lives were a lie.
Philemon Look at the marling of dawn. The gules drapery of a world 
  few witness. But we do and succumb to such beauty.
Baucis Hold me tighter dear as I listen.
Philemon I would hold you until all time reduced us to sand and the 
  very earth dies. I would hold you until the last star fell.
Baucis It is long since your lips engulfed me.
Philemon Long since your flesh immersed me.
Baucis Yet it is so sweet. The rasorial rodents around our feet 
  have yet to spoil us.
Philemon Though many have rested against us dear.
Baucis Indeed they have. And some have looked in awe at our 
  agedness, and you feel like asking…
Philemon When the first leaf falls will you linger to see the last?
Baucis All lost in private whisper. All lost in anonymity.
Philemon Lost to all…. but us.
Baucis Remember the young girl in her mother’s apron who sang…
Philemon and her voice was like a stirring of leaves.
Baucis  Yes dear. And she picked flowers as the burnished 
  adornments of the sun swayed across her body.
Philemon She will sing no more my dear.
Baucis No, that was centuries ago.
Philemon Poor child.

Silence.
An old man with walking stick approaches.
He looks back at his journey
and then looks to the trees

Old Man Good day my friends. Has it been so long? I have been 
  meaning to pass this way. But so many fading heartbeats 
  have prevented me. 
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  I can never forget when I was hungry the feast you
  presented me. Pork and cabbage and water. Never has 
  anything tasted so welcome.
  The young girl; she sings for me now. Her voice like a
  sprig of mint, fresh and endearing. She trembles as if still 
  eighteen, when she ran from this tree with a tale of lovers 
  for her village.
  Well, I will tarry no longer. Be well my dear old friends. 
  To see such beauty and peace exist heals the darkness of 
  my thoughts.

He walks quietly away.
A wind rustles the branches.

Philemon and Baucis  Farewell good lord and friend.
                Farewell.

Philemon and Baucis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baucis_and_Philemon
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Book 9

9. ‘Strength and Disgrace’ 
by Sara Mena

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1IZ
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Flip Side 
by Sadaf Fatima 

The blood cloak you thought
Would incite romance,
Took Hercules away.

Remember, love isn’t just delight
It‘s also destruction.

It’s not just a beginning, 
But can also be an end.
The ills may or may not

Lie with you,
Or the person you love,

But the rumors,
Real or false,

Bring you to a sad end.
But don’t despair, 

As love comes without warning, 
And even goes without a hint.

Don’t despair as you two,
 Aren’t the only ones, 

Fate’s the third to decide,
 For a happily ever after, 

Or an ever after,
 Without each other.

Love that incites romance
Also burns it down.

Inspired by the story of Hercules

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hercules
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Lotis
by James Knight 

1

A  voice
         scratches 
                   her     
                   ear: 

               Come
        here,
          petal.

Later:
                 a red stain. 

She doesn’t cry.
She washes the sheets
                    and does the dishes. 

                 2

The back door opens
onto a blank night.

        A gull shrieks like Mr Punch.

Her blood is daughter
to the sea.

Lotis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotis_%28mythology%29
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Love Transcends
by Carol Robson

A raging fire burned
loves flames kindled
elicited by your beauty
innocence in despair
knowing this love
betrothed in ignorance
by a loving father
unaware of deceit
by a loving mother
accepting the truth
of the prophecy of Isis.

The Gods frowning
a Sapphic love
not yet countenanced
there should not be
girl with girl.
My desires
my beautiful Ianthe
that you be man
or even I
to consummate
to bring purity
for our love desires.

True love triumphs
above all foolishness
love is much more
than decreeing
the genders
of who has
madness to love
or to lie with
their desired bride.

Decreed by Isis
our troth fulfilled
I’m now man
rendered by Goddess
for satisfaction
of the Gods
and families.
Yet! my beautiful Ianthe
our love transcends
Gods, Goddess and Gender.

Inspired by the story of Iphis and Ianthe
                                                                                            
                 Audio version by the poets: http://goo.gl/x4dsoG

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iphis
http://goo.gl/x4dsoG
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Book 10

10. ‘You Also Rise, and Flower in the Green Turf’
 by Raymond Bentley

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1ML
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Thoughtform
by Richard Biddle 

Plagued with perfection, I create you –

A mockery of bones. Unknown to flesh and 
toy-doll-smooth,
you are fruitlessly beautiful; an ivory womb.

You are the mummified dove, flawlessly carved 
in the clotted veins of my limestone heart.

Those pumice lips, counterfeit and teasing,
despairingly manifested as a sad man’s plaything.

An unbecoming bloom.

Entombed in a fanatical psyche,
you are born of an impotent selfing.

A plastic fantasy.

No teeth, no nails, no tears, no hair
no voice, no perfume, no name.

An unblemished, numb dummy unyielding 
no reflections.

My secret, my lover, my shame. 

Inspired by the story of Pygmalion

Audio version by the poet: http://goo.gl/uTxRif

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pygmalion_%28mythology%29
http://goo.gl/uTxRif
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You don’t want to hurt me,
     but see deep how the bullet lies*

Wild Vows
by Nat Hall

Before lone gods,
mice and strange priests,
we hunted down our wildest
vows,
I, da daughter of
nobody,
you,
the stringman
in love with chords...
But as we put words in a cage,
they grew feathers, talons and taste for
blood and flesh.
I carried mine on nameless hills,
through sly mires,
peat bogs,
cold swamps;
you long drowned yours
inside poison you always took for
night’s nectar, and
walked away,
    walked away,
        walked away.

No need to throw stones in the wind,
I walk through life with
brand new 
drums. 

            *echo from Running Up That Hill, 2012 Remix, Kate Bush.
            

On the problematics of marriage
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That Loser Pygmalion (with apologies to Ovid)
by Greg Mackie

That loser Pygmalion
said he wanted perfection,
but he just couldn’t handle
yet another rejection.
He wanted a woman
with no heat, with no soul,
so he sculpted a maiden
of ivory cold.

He bathed and he dressed her 
in fine cloth and in pearls,
and bruised all his fingers
on her stone curves and swells.
And when caressing cold concrete
was no longer enough,
he prayed for his fantasy
to become flesh and blood.

What wonder, what joy, 
did fill his old heart
when her ivory lips
so softly did part!
“You’re alone now, no longer,
and I will share your bed,
but just not tonight, dear,
I’ve got a sore head...”

Pygmalion

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pygmalion_%28mythology%29
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Cyparissus
by Adam Wimbush 

 
Vision drips a landscape vast, 

Where emerald shard sparks shine and, 
Even the dust seems illuminated. 

 
Paradise becomes pregnant, 

Thus shadows are born. 
 

Their silent music maps weird webs, 
Echoes caught in the fragile framework. 

 
Static veins begin to reverberate. 

Their varied atomic structures, 
Spiral beneath the surface, 

Like alien antenna protocol sniffing. 
 

The flesh of the cosmos ripens, 
While dog noise hardens to skin. 

 
Under the weight of atoms, 

The slender supports of reality bend, 
The luxuriant knots of DNA unravel. 

All previous preconceptions discarded. 
 

Camouflaged amongst this cosmic clutter, 
A boy materializes from the organic mess. 
Shy shadows sipped at his thinking juice. 

 
This is the flavour of his thoughts... 

 
Once besotted with an animal; 

A creature, which nourished minds, 
From its magnificent antlers. 

See the crackling energy of synapses spreading, 
Forking like lightening. 

The tips telling stories which were never repeated.

So some magic mechanism was fashioned, 
To delicately decorate its neck, 
And record the data, but alas, 

The delicious delirium dodged this device. 
 

Anyway the being visited many peoples’ minds, 
Its brain-quenching menu spluttering with story sparks. 

It caressed your sub consciousness, 
With its dream fingers. 

Welcoming all formats of adoration. 
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The boy desired a fix, 

From the fable cables upon its head, 
So he led his beloved quadruped to an oasis, 

Where they got drunk on dream soup. 
 

He fondled the fantasy filigrees, 
And marvelled at the intricate imagery, 

Pulsating from the animals amazing antlers. 
Stories injected straight into his head, and 
Together they galloped across galaxies. 

The boy riding on its back. 
 

Afterwards as the “Story Stag” 
Was resting its ‘Tale Tendrils’ 
Beneath the Crab Nebular. 
The boy went hunting, and 

While wandering in the twilight reverie of story-haze, 
He accidentally spears his companion. 

 
Upon realizing the error in reality, 

The boy, distraught, decides to die too, 
No god could convince him otherwise. 

 
He cried continually, and cries still into infinity. 

The boy’s tears turned to pollen, 
And were blown into the ether.

Eventually his whole essence evaporated, 
His melancholy molecules metamorphed. 

 
You can see them now, 

Every time you gaze into the night sky, 
The billion bits of his broken heart. 

 
The scattered sorrow seeds called Stars. 

Ready to germinate more galaxies. 

Cyparissus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyparissus
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11. ‘The Punishment of The Maenads’ 
by Gill Offley

Book 11

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-1X9
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This guy, Midas
by Kate Garrett

pays two hundred quid
for each of his haircuts-
regular, often,
I could draw out
a calendar by them-
but the real value lies
in the secret he wants me
to keep.

He sets up businesses.
For example: one sells football
shirts for handbag-sized dogs,
one offers extendable
squeegees. No one knows
how he does it.
It’s like everything he touches
turns to gold.

But I know all about it, and his little 
“problem”. He talks
too much, when he says
he likes the feeling
of my fingers
massaging his scalp,
my smooth palms
brushing his ears,
and relaxes back into a loose tongue.

Maybe I’ve never told
a living soul outright,
but some folks
don’t know I’m a hairdresser.
Some people
only know me from that grimy
hole in the wall, the one
with the dim-lit bar downstairs,
where I sometimes sing Midas’s song,

tell truths disguised as cautionary ballads
about the corruption of men,
my saxophonist blowing
a tune across his reed,
while the slit
in my skirt and the curve
of my lashes
keeps them drinking.

Midas

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas
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Prime cut
by James Knight

1
I don’t like it when they leave the heads on.
I mean it’s not nice, is it.

The idyllic order of the abattoir.
Mary is on stunning and bleeding.
She prefers evisceration.
Still, the work’s ok
and it’s her day off tomorrow.

Deft hands perform their daily ballet.

Mary had a little lamb. LOL

Pink eyes,
   white walkways.

From somewhere else,
in the heart of the building:
a man’s voice
      singing,
  bellowing

We listened for a bit.
He had quite a good voice.
Then Linda gave us one of her looks
and we got back to work.

2

The first victims were the countless birds,
spellbound by the voice of the singer.

Fingers
pull him apart

chump chop scrap saddle

You’ll notice
there are several conveyor belts,
each carrying a different cut
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pink hands
white overalls
a whistled tune

bleached skin
makes bloodless poetry

The trees shed their leaves and,
with bared heads,
mourned his loss.

3

meaty cut
from the lower end
of the leg

full of flavour
fall from the bone
forgotten cut

yields a generous amount of meat
will feed      very generously
stripping the cooked meat from the bone
and stewing it in its cooking juices

stretch it further

they lick their fingers
and belch him

4

   sunset
the horizon a bloody bandage

the snake god
the god of clean death
passes in a skull on wheels
whiter than white

humming a dimly remembered tune

                                                                 Inspired by the story of Orpheus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orpheus
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                                              turned to birds
                                              by Eleanor Perry

                           
                                           shoe loosed

                                   shore a scarcely

                                          pressed ditch lip

                                             pitched

                               seeks with wintering       washed

                               of      onrush prints sprung

                               scolloped

                               strandflat   each

                               a death in wave blade and

                                                       ki-ki-ki-ki-ki

                                      the watchpoint

                                     of silt grass    slit shift

                                              dishevels

                                    heathered white

                                    the throat          sea
                                              hackle and

                                                      oh she    lilacs

Inspired by the stories of Ceyx and Alcyone

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceyx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcyone
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How to kill Orpheus 
by Rebecca Audra Smith

Drown his song with stones, 
with your own shout.
Grab what comes to hand-
rakes, sod from the earth, hoes.
Taste sweetness in the first blood,
rub it into your hands,
gulp at the oxen’s veins;
bring your pain to the hunt.

Let the stones weep,
Let the oak’s bark creep over your flesh.
Let there be clamour and crimson rock
Let the birds flock to our branching hands. 

Orpheus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orpheus
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Book 12

12. ‘Achilles v Cycnus’
by Ryan Atkins

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-23F
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Horror of War
by Karin Heyer

Throughout time terrible war,
War is waging, waging,
Is waging.
Consequently, civilisation fought 
To conquer manic man, 
Drunk with power and greed.

The killing fields were wide,
When Helen, it is said, 
Was the face, 
Which launched a thousand ships
And caused a protracted, barbaric war.
So long a spell did evil reign,
Right into our time:
Four years of war,
Six years of war.
And now we are still 
Waging, Raging War!
Mothers, there is a voice 
That says:
Educate your sons and daughters
For peace, 
Not war.

Inspired by the story of Helen and Paris

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_of_Troy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_%28mythology%29
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  Caenis
  by Rebecca Audra Smith

            unwoman me

                 waking hours

    walking wound

wet sea                       dry body

   turn me          inside out

      coral reef

      shown to the sun

     shipwrecks shrink

       bones crack

   water to salt

    sand to mud

     Eve to Adam

       ribs and dust

Caenis

Audio reading of the story of Caenis: http://goo.gl/ZVRjr0

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caenis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caenis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caenis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caenis
http://goo.gl/ZVRjr0
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Caeneus
by Kate Garrett

You can survive battle after battle,
but that first one doesn’t leave you.

The gods try to replace what they’ve
taken away & never manage

a fair trade. If it was in my power
to say this won’t happen again, Neptune,

no man or god will twice penetrate me,
see here, my new-found shield of hate...

but it’s not. It’s in his. A gift.
My only protection: the change from beauty

to beast, the double loss of self;
shards of a girl float in time between us.

Caeneus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caeneus
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No Grounds 
by James Knight

Inspired by Rumour

http://ovid.lib.virginia.edu/trans/Metamorph12.htm#486225987
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   house of rumour
   by Eleanor Perry

   tithe lust to distil a tongue spirant
   the hiss and how thus brusht to blather as
   ajar ajar the thresh of pressed echo is
   pursemouthed, slight synths bankrupted 
   and whissing lashlung reeds, the brisk
   where gristyl-boned thinning topples 
   upturned, unshelling seethe and murling 
   swell. O error in ten thousand shapes, a pulp 
   slow champing clips of birth or bleed slung 
   threaded there, and gather stragged yes 
   lessened or listen maybe scuttled somewhere
   hollow that the jawbone knows or vowels
   clucking pearls for lightless pores where
   slit the curve of graze and fine eyelid.

Rumour

http://ovid.lib.virginia.edu/trans/Metamorph12.htm#486225987
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Book 13

13. ‘The Transformation of Hecuba’
by Robert Fitzmaurice

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-27L
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Transform(ed)                                                  audio version  http://goo.gl/33KdHD                                        
by Richard Biddle

The unearthly round mysteries address us now upon shores where we fist our pockets with running 
battles over spent matches. Tongue the rival’s sex without any insecurity. No being secures 
the famous juice on the budded realm of my sensitive muscle.

This being refused, only their arms are needed for the service, severed from their bodies by the only
real moving blade. There is no heart rate, neither a daughter nor son for my own return of my children. 
Then rock a horse not a chair, see the fire on its own reaching me. The flames return to my arms, there
is no spirit for the world of the miserable.

That we may rob a new flower or be seen to have finished our thievery of rose in every manner.

There, in the rise, as if no words could scarcely be, a fact of related meaning to my instinct. The relative 
and the no shape are so far for the letters of the reserves mighty function. They took what they reckon 
they needed and nothing ships filled the back of his refused mind. The return and no showing fed off
their refused, locally made anagrams.

Take our rogue dreams away for no two are the same or come from there or reveal more. To be
returned and to know now should fate turn on this received wisdom like my mood. Their result is a 
thing that now shoulders us, for here we are of and can receive, moreover, understand.

The open realise we are not supposing false ideas of lazy rigours between my lines. Thought results as 
a brain nurses its still imagination like fortune’s lost or of layers revealed in the midst of the mayhem. The 
forgotten remember to allow themselves not to snatch at murmurings from their own ranks or my 
improvisations.

The rewards are not strength enough for the other right in front of me that rows as I am now by the
side from the hidden alphabet or the mortal remains of me. The result is that the arms not snatched or 
forced out, record who is murdered. Their raging altar is now snapped for favourable photographs of 
roofs of money. As to the remaining arms, not capable of seeing, they are fixed on the ransom mother.

The restrained and the number suffered a fate of royal pardon most  heinous. The remains and the now 
should be feared. As our energy runs out my tattered and torn remain. Am I not scattering foreign 
nonsense upon the once upon a time rock mounting?

Then revenge is a joker not a scoundrel for the over confident rage mouth. Too far gone to be 
remembering as no sorrow is called for on this rosy morning. The right is left and a nodded smoke fogs 
on, resembling the made. The remembering is a name for the sun fight of which reeking is made. Their 
times to remember are no shape and the final of the removed mother. The rocky is a name for the 
sacrificial that stems from origin, from the moved.

Three run and the north stars are a fleet of reached and many. Them are the ruthless and nymph
sisters fingers tap on the one reason mother. The rake and the spade are never placed on the single 
forehead or the returning mountain. The rock and the paper are not the same as the fiercer ocean, you 
will not regret me. The roaming are seeing the need to see for the offspring of rennet make eyes.

Those who raise assuredly are not sheep fleece on or from the rejecting mine, though we realise, as 
the never suspecting fled that it was neither us or the rock that was massive. To create redness at the 
name we stopped putting it in, for out is more recently seen as might, till we reached a nearby voice 
that spoke to the fierce of the realm in myself.

The received and the nature of sin come flowing over as we remember the mind.

                                          Created with all the words from Book 13 beginning with the letters t,r,a,n,s,f,o,r,m                                                          

http://goo.gl/33KdHD
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Anius’ four daughters turned to doves
by Rebecca Audra Smith

The daughters bring plenty, their hands are full.
They say they learnt of their mother
how to seek growth in acrid ground.

In the kitchen, they make like goddesses,
scatter salt as if the sea’s waters had dried
and crystallised of their tears.

When war came and plundered the country
the girls flew from their houses.
They did not wait to be rescued. 

The sky was filled with doves.
In their beaks, olive branches,
the ripening grey-green of their fruit. 

    

Anius

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anius
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        bellissima belligerence
 by Nat Hall

 in a city,
 not just a toy,
 but wooden horse
 to set alight, night, scarlet
 red;
 gullible gods
 clashed like titans,
  blade against blade,
 shields against swords
 until all walls
 washed off their lust
 and turn their helmets into
 rust

Inspired by the Fall of Troy

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anius
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trojan_War
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Hecuba’s Pain    
by Karin Heyer

The last king of Troy weeps
aged, war-worn,
mourning many sons and daughters,
King Priam weary, weary
of protracted war,
killing hope and potential.
Captured are Troy’s lofty dreams,
the fate of Troy sealed,
guaranteed its fall...

On both sides in a war 
mothers mourn.
No way to heal her hurt,
unhinged Hecuba, raging lioness
prowls the road:
howling, haunted in her loss
of all
her children!
Unable to comprehend
the tragedy of ceaseless murder
and sacrifice,
her mind gives way,
forever.
We hear the scream of pain:
a bark.

Hecuba

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hecuba
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Book 14

14. ‘The Moon’s Dark Shadow’
by James Mackenzie

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-29p
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Glaucus and Scylla 
by Rebecca Audra Smith

    ‘Sooner than my love will change, leaves will grow on the waters, 
    and sea-weed will grow on the hills.’

Sooner than my love will change
pigs will fly,
men turn to pigs,
fish marry birds. 
You will speak in the tongue 
of transformed animals.
You will bay and hoot
and snort.

My love will not grapple 
as Peleus and Thetis did.
Her shape rolling and tearing 
and mutating.
My love will be rock steady,
as steady as Scylla,
monsters deep in the water,
stone gripping her veins. 

Glaucus and Scylla

http://www.online-mythology.com/glaucus_scylla/
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Sniffing the Art Frost
by Adam Wimbush    
 

In an orbital temple given to a goddess  
She raised them, inspired them. 
And in thine honour metamorphed them, but 
She had learnt to hate cycles. 
 
Ploughing their last great-hearted incantations, 
Scylla and mutual friends greeted my mind, 
To ask of those eyes framed with wrinkles, 
Those deep wells filled with spells and herbs. 
 
Said I “Crave no cure for beast splicing. 
To delirium. That is where I circle pray. 
I come to vent her rage.” 
Years dropped like feather bombs. 
 
Nor perhaps my wounds; Skin Trophies,  
From burgling the Gods. 
I found new unexpectedness. 
I was loved and pleased, and, 
Like incense burning we slipped into old age. 
Our magic like a mist obscuring the soul. 
 
.... 
 
With many a frenzy, horror filled me bristles. 
Call Moly; a white bloom with a tough wide snout, 
Fell over my heads as I watched 
Belching chieftains from the main hills. 
Anti-fates was back. Rising cautiously. 
As the waves feared the bright sun. 
It told of how scents ruled the air. 
 
Keep well away from her erogenous zones, 
For who really knows the earth? 
As we pad ungratefully upon her crust. 
 
But my thoughts wagged like excited puppy tails. 
There were tons of changes, but, 
I lacked the great bloody gobbets and thought flecks, 
For I was born among the flux. 
I felt the weight of the universe, 
As I slithered in me roots. 
 
I say all this mixed up from wine. 
She is woven with plant cells,  
from wood nymphs, shores and more. 
 
No? They were our epic ripples too. 
...... 
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The worst was westward way. 
Muses for the nymphs fair course. 
Then gathering a glittering camp, 
She rushed her smouldering charge of electricity, 
She intertwined twice and twice she tamed the wild prey. 
 
Leaping nimbly from ancient text, 
We found her snaking within the long rivers of his veins, 
My foam flecked woman. 
And only the mad could tell the tale, 
Of fostering Venus, who when a horse, 
Favoured my passion shapes. 
 
Black out. Lights burnt out.  
Then eastward where lofty beasts are slow meat, 
They are claimed by ghostly swarms instead. 
Picks turn over the soil of fear. 
As I recalled I was nowhere, nothing happened.

Now accept us. 
 
..... 
 
Many deserve her anger. 
She replaced her wings and mimicked oceans.
 
Together tossed in the sound storm, 
I drove the lusty ship to the end. 
The last kiss from her smiling scythe-like lips.
 
Remember we are both ends of the light beam. 
We wear the perfume of science. 
Farm the pastures of conflicts. 
 
In short we are all lost in the webbed heaven of ideas, 
And all the ancient apples and bitter berries of Eden 
Cannot disguise this disguise.

Inspired by the stories from the first half of Book 14
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Scylla
by James Knight

She movement 
wading moments 

was as waist some forced clad of deep mountainous up in waving into mass to some
gently of the kind to pool flesh top and only surged amid soft up a white 

Before find through mass stuff 
of which gates 
water narrow blood 
clung there around 
orifice and close sat

On her as slime to either groin though 
and her side erupt forced what form 
with yelping shape monsters 

The at power
thinking opening 
the infinite entrails 
her 
the part smaller of sinuous waste 
of a figure and 
her 
itself monster 

She fair
foul shreds close-fitting in retreats fragments

fur and fears 
white enormous skin bulk dazzling 
as were white serpent pushes of forced coiled arm’d

With seeking into colour wide 
her gigantic larger dazzled Cerberian thighs 
lizard space 
when mouths her 
or disclosed the full legs 
serpent sections sun 

Worm 
her hideous voice 
peal lull Adam
when jaws pause 

Sir Cerberus’s seething had and would 
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She contents seen sweet creep stands of looking 
If the raging hole 
the soft disturb’d dogs 
rose trees dominant
note her by eyes 
womb beasts 

And below bubbling emerald-green sibilation kennel 
the spring flickering her surface and like hands yet from Adam great too 
there which saw lamps were still her part
long bark’d truncated 
of a flexible and thighs the gale white howl’d

Within and thin with unseen belly form a 

Scylla emerge of strange comes 

Scylla

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scylla
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Book 15

15. ‘The Teaching’
by Amanda Santos

Overview

http://wp.me/p2tYft-2fd
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Pebbles don't lie
by Nat Hall

They may wander from coast to coast, 
turn chameleon or 
magpie, 
deep 
inside  
ink from  
poets' hands, 
blood from 
mortals, 
turn black to white; 
 
deeper inside 
the great galactic placenta, 
home of stardust, rocks & comets, 
where gods can feed  
freely from 
dreams, 
minds 
from  
scholars, 
heavers of  
wisdom, theorems, 
and hear their own stories alive, 
as they emerge from a 
parallel universe. 
 
Now feel  
perpetual state of flux - 
 
fire, 
water, air 
around earth, 
polished stones,  
shammy-leathered 
verse, 
prophetic as city builders, 
metamorphic in cosmic wombs. 
 
And if you think I'm a liar, 
come walk with me 
on edge of 
tide; 
you too 
will collect your pebbles 
somewhere along 
the wheel of 
life. 
 
Pythagoras was a 
genius.

Inspired by Pythagoras

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagoras
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          In praise of Ovid
                     by Karin Heyer

                       What wealth, what eloquence of
                       words, intellect and emotion,
                       what love of man,
                       in all frailty,
                       comes from your golden mouth, Ovid!
                       I give my humble thanks,
                       I stand amazed
                       and ponder
                       your courage, power of
                       telling tales forever changing,
                       so intricately woven,
                       weaving, weaving
                       waves and stars
                       together into an eternal,
                       delighting
                       carmen perpetuum.
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an unwrap in flux
by Nell Perry

  always separateness; maintenance, the orange anguished. only something 
  vulnerable and the night matter, bruised. clusters sifting under soft dull-spaces. a
  relapse rat-like with that cuckoo spattering. caught out, voice, millionth part and 
  cadences. shuntings, vowels. the clamshell’s toiled gate. fuchsia blankness, its 
  pollen, brilliance the snows soaked. its shine, a tangled sonic. your flowers are
  bewildered. break captures shatters of lilac flaws—lilacs pocked blacker. you 
  bloom tilted, distilled. 
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Hope and Defiance
by Greg Mackie 

Her father died down the pit,
and her mother, bitter,
threw plates and angry words.

This was her history -
the filter through which
we sought to understand her,
and by extension, ourselves.

And though I may sit here,
cynical and tired, 
and claim that the chains of destiny
are as fragile
as the chains of an ageing mineshaft lift -
I don't truly believe that.

The chains of our destiny
were forged with hope and defiance:
we survived wars and accidents and disease,
we walked on mud tracks and tarmac and the thin dust of the moon;
we built a world in our image - 
brave and bold and beautiful and ugly and stark and cruel and tender.

And though I may sit here,
cynical and tired, 
I look inside myself
and see the values that she passed on.

"People are good."

"Everybody is equal."

"Nothing is worth more
than a human life."

There are days,
everything contradicts this -

Ideas may be indestructable,
but values melt in the sun,
and so we encapsulate them in legends,
pass them down through the generations,
bestow them an eternity,
in the company of men and gods and wolves and snakes.
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And though I may sit here,
cynical and tired, 
I open a book,
a poem of transformations,
and the very last line,
the very last thought,
a declaration,
of hope and defiance -

"I will live!"
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Veggie
by Carol Robson

In thy mathematical mind
that strains beyond calculus
in theorem of life
that shall not be taken
for the sustenance of another.

All life be precious
for blessed reincarnation
for all life’s creatures
as in human life we wish
to return in form,
of whatever is blessed.

We should not feast on the beast
that perchance you devour
a relative or friend
that passed and returned,
in true transmigration of soul.

Our perfect abstention,
from feasting on another life,
to only feed on mother earth’s bounty
that sustains us in body and soul
that keeps us in harmony for reincarnation,
for continuation of our soul transmigration.
    

Inspired by Pythagoras

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagoras
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The Assassination and Transfiguration of Julius Caesar
-a mannequin ballet

by James Knight 

First this hand

Then these

            a stretch of rain
           veiling the sun
           statues in a ring
           silent for the crows

Hands, knives, eyes

            purple red arabesques
            of entrails across the road

Let me tell you my dream
In my dream I saw
In my dream I saw you
You were frightened
but I was more frightened
I couldn't stop my hand
from doing what it was doing

And one and two
And through and through

  executing their movements
  with astonishing grace

Bigger than God
Gobshite, more like

  a book in a cupboard in a school

It was turned into a free download
She read it on her Kindle
while the others flirted by the pool

           in the drowning of her dream
           gleamed a star

Deification of Julius Caesar

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
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Vivam 
by Rebecca Audra Smith

I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
I turn all I see into stone

applause achelordes aegina aeolia virgo

pages turn
words sink 
coral hardens 

bind byblis

I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
pages turn 

chalciope chariclo cornix creak

birds are calling
they have men
hidden deep in their chests

deoia dercetis dymantis dour

I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
the poet shall live 

egeria erigone eriays eerie

birds sing
they are of the flesh
of the books of Ovid

hebe hecate hecuba helle hyale hail

I turn all I see into stone
I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters

illithyia ire

Aurora has been weeping 
for her children again
sky bitter lemon stained

latois latona laugh

planets turn
I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
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menthe mestra muse

heron claps 
it’s wings
over ruins

nyeteis nyctimene nestle

I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
the poet shall live 

ocyrhoe ophias open

they can tell you
the story of every rock
they can tell sorrows
fit to freeze

pasiphae perimele philomela pyrrha poignant

I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
I turn all I see into stone

rhanis rustle

have you seen the bees 
born of bull’s carcass?
have you seen the frogs 
born of mud?

scylla semele semiramis smilax speak

pages turn 
I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters

telethusa tellus tale

we take
to the skies 
to crow stories

venilia vesta veer

I cut off my hair 
cast it into the waters
pages turn 
the poet shall live

Vivam, Latin, for ‘I shall live’
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Book 15 (epilogue)
by Adam Wimbush 
 

This mode of our episode is now over, and 
Only time can devour our memories, but! 
So long as the lightning of imagination strikes, 
And the thunderbolts of thoughts rumble, 
These tales will eternally electrify and reverberate, 
Rippling forever, a storm in our skulls. 
 
Ovid’s collection of molecules have dispersed. 
Recycled into the vast re-evolving universe. 
 
Wherever the magic of language extends, the 
Lands inside & outside subconsciousness, 
Transformers shall read and remix his words, 
For throughout all races and perceptions, 
Poets have had visions to (un)stabilise societies. 
 
Their influence will morph the millions of minds.  
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Comic Strip

by Elizabeth Fernandez and Lisa Perz

Inspired by Book 1 of Metamorphoses, featured at the exhibition as an access point to Book 1 for children, 
young adults and adults

The Code Crimson

Lisa Perz

Lisa began her love affair with art at the age of 7. Her art is silly, sexy, playful, and cute. With no formal ar-
tistic training, she allows her imagination to run free. Since her first solo exhibit in 2007, she has exhibited 
her art across South Florida. She specializes in working with markers and watercolors, in addition to dig-
ital art. Music is her primary inspiration, and what she listens to while creating her art directly influences 
the direction a piece takes. Along with Elizabeth Fernandez, she co-created The Code Crimson in 2011.

Elizabeth Fernandez

Elizabeth enjoys difficult things simply because they’re difficult. She’s a writer, editor, illustrator,
and designer focusing on emerging technology. With more than a decade in publishing, she’s
served as the lead editor of 10 books. A lifelong comic book fan, she co-created The Code Crimson
with Lisa Perz in 2011. Since then, she’s fervently studied illustration, layout, and web design,
falling completely in love with visual art in the process.

                                                  http://www.comics.thecodecrimson.com/

Of bodies changed to other forms I tell;
You Gods, who have yourselves to wrought every change,

Inspire my enterprise and lead my lay
In one continuous song from nature’s first
Remote beginnings to our modern times.

Ere land and sea and the all-covering sky
Were made, in the whole world the countenance

Of nature was the same, all one, well named
Chaos, a raw and undivided mass,

Naught but a lifeless bulk, with warring seeds
Of ill-joined elements compressed together.
No sun as yet poured light upon the world,
No waxing moon her crescent filled anew,

Nor in the ambient air hung the Earth...

Cold essence fought with hot, and moist with dry,
And hard with soft and light with things of weight.

 This strife a god, with nature’s blessing, solved;
Who severed land from sky and sea from land,

And from the denser vapors set apart
The ethereal sky; and, each from the blind heap

Resolved and freed, he fastened in its place
Appropriate in peace and harmony.

So into shape whatever god it was
Reduced the primal matter and prescribed

Its several parts. Then first, to make the Earth
Even on every side, he rounded it

Into a mighty sphere, then bade the sea
Extended and rise under the rushing winds,
And gird the shores of the encircled Earth.

He bade the plains spread 
wide, the valleys sink,

The craggy mountains rise, 
the forest trees

Don their green leaves...

He set the shining fish to swim; the land
Received the beasts, the gusty air the birds.

A holier creature, of a loftier mind,
Fit master of the rest, was lacking still.

Then man was made, perhaps from seed divine...

Thus Earth, once crude and featureless, now changed
Put on the unknown form of humankind.

Springtime it was, always, forever spring...

 When Saturn fell to the dark Underworld...

Then first the blazing sky with torrid heat
Sweltered, and ice hung frozen in the gale;

Then men sought shelter — shelter under caves...

Then with his trident Neptune struck the Earth,
Which quaked and moved to give the waters way

Crops, orchards, vineyards, 
cattle, houses, men,

Temples and shrines with 
all the holy things...

High towers sink from sight; now land and sea
Had no distinction; over the whole Earth

All things were sea, a sea without a shore.

And when Jove saw the world a waste of waters...

He bade the clouds disperse, the north wind drive
The storms away, and to the Earth revealed
The heavens again and to the sky the Earth.

Spent was the anger of the seas; the Lord
Who rules the main laid by his three-pronged spear
And calmed the waves and, calling from the deep

Triton, sea-hued, bade him blow his echoing conch
To bid the rivers, wave and floods retire.

The sea has shores again, the rivers run
Brimming between their banks, the floods subside,

The hills emerge, the swelling contours rise;
As the floods lessen, larger grows the land...

The Earth was restored...Lisa Perz • www.comagirl.com
Elizabeth Fernandez • www.spaceagepress.com

   http://www.comics.thecodecrimson.com/
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Poet and Artist Biographies

The Transformations Poets

Richard Biddle                    Chichester, UK

Richard Biddle aka ‘bid’ has a BA (hons) in Fine Art & an MA in Performance Writing. 2000-2004 he made 
a series of text-based works in public spaces and participated in 3 Bristol Poetry festivals.He now lives 
in Chichester with his partner and 2 boys where as @littledeaths68 he finds an outlet for writing through 
‘Twitter’. Along with acclaimed author @jeffnoon, he is a member of @echovirus12 (a collaborative ongoing 
feed of micro-fiction) & also creates @cosmologgorhea with fellow EV12 collaborator James Knight aka 
@badbadpoet. His work draws on influences such as the mythopoetic, surrealism, dadaism and the absurd.
 
http://writings43.blogspot.co.uk/

John Austin Brooks                       Kent, UK

Poetry entered John’s life in middle age; having always been fascinated with lyrics and music, it was in the 
summer of 2012 that John started to commit his musings to paper and subsequently a blog. His preference 
is to draw inspiration from his observations of people and their landscape - and then fantasising to fill in the 
gaps. John lives in Kent with his young family.

http://poetrynovice.blogspot.co.uk/    @Poetrynovice

Sadaf Fatima              Lahore, India

Sadaf wrote her first poem at the age of eight but had fallen in love with literature long before that. She was 
born in Quetta but currently lives in the cultural hub Lahore, where books, art, literary festivals, movies and 
music are her favourite pastimes. She is a courageous but a shy speaker. She knows the feel of words is 
different on paper and makes sure she writes often. Twitter is her favourite place to speak her heart out. 
She maintains a poetry blog, where there are also some pieces of prose that emerge in those rare times 
when logic overpowers her emotions.

@artbookstea

Kate Garrett                         Sheffield, UK

Kate Garrett was born in southern Ohio, but moved to the UK in 1999. She started writing stories at the 
age of 3 when she produced a self-published Care Bears fan-fiction with crayons and scraps of wallpaper. 
The urge to write poems came along in middle school-as it so often does- and she never grew out of it. Her 
work has been widely published in print and online magazines, and recently in the YA anthology Heathers 
(2013, Pankhearst). Kate lives in Sheffield, England with her kids, cats, a mountain bike, and a selection of 
colourful hula hoops.

http://www.kategarrettwrites.co.uk/    @kate_garrett

Nat Hall                Shetland Isles, Scotland

Nat Hall is a Norman-born, Shetland-based poet, and visual artist, educated on French and British shores 
in Aix-en-Provence and Oxford. She is a member of Shetland Arts’ Westside & Lerwick’s Writers Groups, 
The Poetry Society, The Humblyband Crew (Ruth Macdougall’s Humblyband Project, Scotland), the 
Scottish Centre for Geopoetics under the directorship of Norman Bissell, ArtiPeeps and the Federation of 
Writers (Scotland). 

https://twitter.com/littledeaths68
https://twitter.com/echovirus12
https://twitter.com/cosmologgorhea
https://twitter.com/badbadpoet
http://writings43.blogspot.co.uk/
http://poetrynovice.blogspot.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Poetrynovice
https://twitter.com/artbookstea
http://www.kategarrettwrites.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/kate_garrett
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Selected works anthologised in Shetland, Scotland, France, the US and Canada, Co-author of From Shore 
to Shoormal / Dun rivage à l’autre with Donna Allard, Broken Jaw Press, 2012. 

http://nordicblackbird.weebly.com/writers-corner.html
http://nordicblackbird.wordpress.com 
@nordicblackbird

Karin Heyer               King’s Lynn, Norfolk, UK

Karin was born in Leipzig, Germany, two years before WW2 began. Since 1960 she has lived in England, 
her chosen exile, working for better understanding and reconciliation between the two countries she 
cherishes. Poetry has been for her a lifeline, helping her to comprehend her difficult history. She has taught 
German Language and Literature and History throughout her working life. She has a MA in Women’s 
Studies and now she devotes her life to writing and better communication between peoples.

James Knight                     Wells, Somerset, UK

The first book I ever loved was Maurice Sendak’s ‘Where the Wild Things Are’, a picture book that distils 
story-telling to its essence. Dreams and monsters have preoccupied me ever since. Much of my writing 
appears first as tweets, which are then made into miniature poems or prose poems, or assembled into 
longer pieces. In March 2012 I was fortunate to be invited by acclaimed novelist Jeff Noon to join his 
Twitter writing group, @echovirus12, a project that has led to many interesting collaborations. All of my 
books contain pictures, by me or my collaborators; there is a lot of fun to be had by the reader in exploring 
the connections and disjunctions between word and image. 

You can see my latest work at www.thebirdking.com, or follow me on Twitter: @badbadpoet

Greg Mackie                France

Poetry has been my creative outlet for many years. I enjoy the multiple possibilities the form provides to tell 
a story or convey an emotion and hopefully strike a chord with someone, somewhere. Being a part of this 
project, collaborating with like-minded people and creating a new work from such a respected and 
influential text, has been a wonderful and challenging experience. My respect for Ovid, and for Nicky and 
her hard work, has no bounds.

http://frenzyofflies.wordpress.com/    @FrenzyOfFlies

John Mansell          Manchester, UK

I was born in Manchester and lived there most of my life. I studied Ancient and Medieval History at the 
University of Manchester, my thesis being on he ancient Welsh poem Y Gododdin. I successfully 
completed the first year of an M Phil concerned with the Dark Age aristocratic warband known as the 
Comitatus, I sadly never completed it. I still live and work in the Manchester area. I have been writing 
ever since I can remember, usually short stories or poetry. What really started me was writing lyrics for my 
mates’ band as a young teenager. I have self published one volume entitled “Kakemonos” and have had 
about 100 pieces published in various small publications. Currently working on a website to gather most of 
my work together. But being one more comfortable with pen and paper, and the beauty of libraries this is 
proving a slow task.

@JohnMansell1

http://nordicblackbird.weebly.com/writers-corner.html
http://nordicblackbird.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/nordicblackbird
http://thebirdking.com/
https://twitter.com/badbadpoet
http://frenzyofflies.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/FrenzyOfFlies
https://twitter.com/JohnMansell1
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Lenka Monk                East Midlands, UK

Poet and novelist. Born and raised in Central Europe. At the young age of 11 started to write mostly poetry. 
After coming to England at 18 started to write in English and later co wrote and published a crime novel, 
Unbreakable Minds (2010). Its sequel currently in development. Lives in a quiet picturesque village in the 
East Midlands with a cat called Monty. “Passion for the written word takes me to some weird and wonderful 
places full of unpredictable, intriguing and sometimes downright scary characters. And I can’t help it, I love 
them all. 

Eleanor Perry           Canterbury, UK

Eleanor Perry is a poet and co-editor of ZONE magazine. An Assistant Lecturer, she is studying for a PhD 
in Poetry: Practice as Research at the University of Kent. Her work has appeared in The Deliquent, Tears in 
the Fence, theNewerYork, Best British Poetry 2012 (Salt) and SNOW 2. Work is forth coming in Litmus and 
Caketrain 

http://www.zonepoetrymagazine.com/#!home/ 
@nellperry

Carol Robson                      Yorkshire, UK

Carol’s first collection of poems ‘Words of Darkness and Light’ reflects some aspects of her life, the journey 
she has made and also the dark and light of human nature. She writes poetry on various themes but is 
passionate on issues of Gender and Sexuality. Carol represents older LGBT as an Engagement Panel 
member at Age UK. Carol also delivers presentations on Health and Social Care issues for the older LGBT 
community.  Carol performed her first one hour show ‘Finding Me’ (her life and how her poetry reflects this) 
at the Ilkley Literature Festival Fringe and LadyFest Leeds in 2013, also she hopes to take it to other 
different venues in 2014’. 

http://carolrobson.com/    @Chakracaz

Rebecca Audra Smith:         Manchester, UK

Rebecca Audra Smith has just finished a Masters in Creative Writing: Poetry at Manchester Metropolitan 
University. Her poems have been featured in Loose Muse’s fourth anthology, Cadaverine’s online 
magazine, and Now Then Manchester. She is one third of the Stirred feminist collective based in 
Manchester. 

You can find her at http://beccaaudra.wordpress.com    @BeccaAudra

Adam Wimbush               Brighton, UK

I’m a Brighton based creative, fluctuating between disciplines. Projects run parallel and tend to fuse
together, bonded by my thought glue. The main ingredients are: text, image, video and sonics, mixing them 
together I cook a ever-evolving mind soup. From this brain broth I release flavors using various 
pseudonyms and platforms. Also I’m proud to host a monthly experimental spoken word night: Vapour Vox, 
which functions as a laboratory for local artists. Collaboration is a regular dish on my mind menu, and my 
explorations on Twitter have led to some amazing interactions with a diverse and exciting community of 
artists. Stay tuned for pudding.

http://wrongtriangle.wordpress.com/    @Wrong_Triangle

http://www.zonepoetrymagazine.com/#!home/
https://twitter.com/nellperry
http://carolrobson.com/
https://twitter.com/Chakracaz
http://beccaaudra.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/BeccaAudra
http://wrongtriangle.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/Wrong_Triangle
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The Transformations Artists

Diana Probst (Book 1)          Cambridge, UK

Diana began painting as a hobby and could not give it up. She now works as a fine artist from a studio off 
Mill Road, Cambridge. Her main focuses are portraiture and still life, which gives her plenty of chance to 
stare at people and drink tea while painting things that do not talk back. Yes,she can paint your cat for you. 
No, she will not be painting your house. 

http://dianaprobst.com/    @DianaProbst

Lili Morgan (Book 2)                            Surrey, UK

Lili is an emerging abstract artist from Surrey. She specializes in painting with neon, and U.V. paints. She 
uses the particular medium of neons for their brightness in colour, and she uses the alternative U.V. paint, 
"because it transforms a painting into a totally different picture via the light". Lili has documented her 
journey as an emerging artist in an online journal, and has also collaborated with various poets. 

@LiliMorganArt

Kelly Occhiuzzo (Book 3)          New York, USA

Kelly is a New York artist, mother and maker. She has a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the The Cooper Union 
1989. She is an Abstract Expressionist, who loves to not only work on paper because of its immediacy, but 
also because it is readily available in our everyday lives. Kelly prefers to begin a painting with a single line, 
'a search for movement through mark making'. Working with ovoid and rectangular shapes she looks deep 
into the painted surface to discern the layers of mark making which slowly evolve into her final artwork.

https://kellyocchiuzzo.see.me/    @KOKO820

Elaine Offley (Book 4)           Cambridge, UK

I live in Cambridge and in recent years I’ve had an increasing amount of time available to develop my 
interest in illustrative drawing of birds and flowers. Meeting Nicky and being part of ArtiPeeps has provided 
an opportunity to meet other artists and exposed me to a range of influences. It’s particularly exciting to be 
part of this collaborative ‘Transformations’ Project and is the first time  have exhibited one of my drawings.

Hugo Smith (Book 5)          Belfast, Ireland

Hugo Smith lives and works in Belfast. He paints to remember the past, and to hope for the future. He 
wants people to stop for a while, look at the abstract paintings and consider what it means to them. By 
removing the image he hopes the viewer can go back to childhood and engage their imagination. 

http://www.hugosmithoriginals.com/    @Hsmithoriginals

Charlie Redding (Book 6)              Hereford, UK

Charlie is an emerging, mixed media artist from Hereford. He is currently writing his first fantasy novel and 
is producing artwork to illustrate his fiction. 

@charliearty

http://dianaprobst.com/
https://twitter.com/DianaProbst
https://twitter.com/LiliMorganArt
https://kellyocchiuzzo.see.me/
https://twitter.com/KOKO820
https://twitter.com/KOKO820
http://www.hugosmithoriginals.com/
https://twitter.com/Hsmithoriginals
https://twitter.com/charliearty
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Heather Burns (Book 7)          Lancashire, UK

Heather Burns is a practising artist and art teacher with an interest in landscape and a sense of place
 combined with gestural marks and colour. She studied Fine Art at Leeds University, became a mother, 
took a teaching post in teaching English as a foreign language in Cambridgeshire whilst continuing to paint 
throughout. Now settled in Clitheroe Lancashire she is experimenting with oils again after a period exploring 
acrylics, and has recently had an exhibition at her brother's gallery in the Lake-district. 

www.heatherburns.co.uk   @Heatherburns201

Ken Fasimpaur (Book 8)                  Ohio, USA

Ken’s first images appeared on black and white film, either documenting aircraft at a local air show or  
fabricating convincing UFO images from props. He’s since followed a cometary orbit through photography’s 
aspects, including point and shoot film cameras, classrooms, darkrooms, digital cameras, and Photoshop. 
His subjects included architecture, family, nature, surface and abandoned space. Ken’s recent work uses 
cameraphones, shooting improvisationally, processing results on the fly and posting them quickly, capturing 
moment in the method. He remains drawn to the nexus between detail and form, abstracting the larger 
concrete and revealing the ephemeral essentials of its nature. He resides in the American Midwest in Ohio 
with his family and varying quantities of cats.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/93020772@N05/    @kjfasimpaur

Sara Mena (Book 9)                    Dublin, Ireland

Sara Mena (1985, Lisbon, Portugal) is a happy artist and animator, currently living in Dublin Ireland, who 
works in a variety of media. Using figurative art as the starting theme she mixes traditional with digital to 
create visual pieces in the form of concepts, paintings, portraits and cartoons. She hopes to radiate bliss to 
everyone that happens to be entertained by her art.

http://saramena.com/     @_saramena

Raymond Bentley (Book 10)                       Stoke-On-Trent, UK

Ray Bentley is an award-winning painter from Stoke-on-Trent whose still lifes and figurative paintings have 
been exhibited throughout the UK. He now lives and works near Redcar with his partner and dog, where 
he spends his days eating biscuits, napping, not doing the housework,tweeting about his favourite things, 
reading thrillers and - occasionally - painting. You can learn more about him at www.raymondbentley.com 
@bentleyteesside

Gill Offley (Book 11)         Cambridge, UK

I have been a frustrated artist for many years- or, more accurately, a frustrated non-artist! As a late starter 
and now with time to explore other interests, I’ve enjoyed trying out different drawing and painting media. I 
have focussed mainly on figurative pieces so far- still more to experiment with. My main inspirations are the 
notion of creating something that grows from a first tentative mark on paper or canvas and a belief in the 
self-perpetuating nature of creativity. Nicky and fellow ArtiPeeps members keep me inspired and being 
invited to exhibit a piece of my work as part of the network of artists for this Transformations project is a real 
privilege.

http://www.heatherburns.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Heatherburns201
https://www.flickr.com/photos/93020772@N05/
https://twitter.com/kjfasimpaur
http://saramena.com/
https://twitter.com/_saramena
http://www.raymondbentley.com/
https://twitter.com/bentleyteesside
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Ryan Atkins (Book 12)          Wyoming, USA

I was born and raised in the wild mountains of Wyoming USA (in 1975), constantly, fishing, hikingand 
camping. This love of nature kept me grounded during a very dark period of my life when I lost my father in 
an accident when I was 14. I graduated high school in 1994 and went on to flunk our community college's 
arts program. After a failed marriage years later, I managed to retain custody of my daughter. While raising 
her alone I returned to college, and graduated with a degree in Network Engineering in 2008. Working in 
the cold basements and dark closets of the IT field was absolutely abysmal, so I went into business with a 
family member until late November 2013 when I decided to become a full-time artist. Both my daughter and 
I have never been happier! 

http://www.ryanatkinsart.com    @theryanatkins

Robert Fitzmaurice (Book 13)    Reading, UK

Robert Fitzmaurice (born 1960) is a british painter and printmaker. His work, which he describes as lyrical 
figuration, is characterised by expressive use of colour and form. The human figure is an important motif 
for him and it appears in various guises, shaped by ideas about the human condition and rites of passage. 
Originally from the Midlands he studied fine art at Sunderland and Reading. Since then he has exhibited in 
the UK and abroad and his work has entered a number of private collections. He lives and creates in 
Reading, Berkshire. 

http://www.robertfitzmaurice.co.uk/    @robfitzmaurice

James Mackenzie (Book 14)    Chelmsford, Essex, UK

James Mackenzie gained his Fine Art (Hons) Degree at Hertfordshire University. After working as a portrait 
Artist for a number of years he decided to study for a PGCE in Art and Design. James went on to teach Art 
in secondary education for 7 years. He found this to be very rewarding and a chance to share his passion 
in Art. During this time he discovered the style of painting which he is most passionate, what he describes 
as a ‘natural’ style of land/seascape painting. James has now left the teaching profession to focus wholly on 
his Art career. 

http://www.mackenzieart.co.uk /    @jmackenzieart

Amanda Santos (Book 15)                  California, USA

My name is Amanda Santos and I am a California high school senior in the United States. I have only
recently become involved in art, and have been enjoying exploring all the different mediums art has to 
offer. I am currently taking the International Baccalaureate Visual Arts class where I can study and become 
inspired through art from all over the world. I have participated in two previous art collabopration with 
ArtiPeeps - ‘Interactions and Intersections’ , Summer 2013 and in the ‘Deformation and Beauty’ Monster 
Project, October 2014. I have enjoyed working with people from all over the world and hope to do so again. 

@AmandaS5454

http://www.ryanatkinsart.com/
https://twitter.com/theryanatkins
http://www.robertfitzmaurice.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/robfitzmaurice
http://www.mackenzieart.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/jmackenzieart
https://twitter.com/AmandaS5454
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1. Of Bodies Chang’d to Various Forms by Diana Probst, 2014, Digital, 29.7cm x 42 cm

2. Colours of Conflict  by Lili Morgan, 2014, Acrylic and Neon 30 cm x 23 cm. 

3. Echo and Narcissus by Kelly Occhiuzzo, 2014, Mixed Media on Paper (Acrylic and Pastel),  
    102 cm x 66cm

4. Innocentia by Elaine Offley, 2014, Watercolour, 40 cm x 33 cm

5. Amor Amar by Hugo Smith, 2014, Oil on Canvas,  90 cm x  90 cm    
 
6. The Mortal Web by Charlie Redding, 2014, Pencil, Watercolour and digital

7. The Circle is Unbroken by Heather Burns,  2014, Oil on Canvas, 91 cm x 70 cm unframed, photographic
    image © Kevin Roberts

8. Habitations of Many Divisions, Escapes of Many Methods by Ken Fasimpaur, 2014, Photographic 
    montage, 29 cm x 42 cm

9. Strength and Disgrace by Sara Mena, 2014, Watercolour and Digital, 3000 px x 5000 px

10. You Also Rise, and Flower in the Green Turf by Raymond Bentley, 2014, Collage, Graphite on Found 
      Paper, 27 cm x 37 cm, Digitised high quality print 1/1 
      
11. The Punishment of the Maenads by Gill Offley, 2014, Watercolour, Sepia Ink and Acrylic

12. Achilles v Cycnus by Ryan Atkins, 2014, Pencil, 45 cm x 60 cm

13. The Transformation of Hecuba by Robert Fitzmaurice,  2014, Oil on Aluminium, 91 cm in diameter

14. The Moon’s Dark Shadow by James Mackenzie, 2014, Acrylic, 31.5 cm x 23.5 cm

15. The Teaching by Amanda Santos, 2014, Watercolour, Watercolour Pencil. Acrylic Paint, Ink, Gesso and
      Tombo Markers, 23 cm x 25 cm

16. Comic Strip by Elizabeth Fernandez and Lisa Perz, inspired Book 1 of Metamorphoses, 2014, 
      Watercolour and Digital, 2 m x 2 m
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